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MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experimental procedures comply with the Danish
legislation and approved when necessary by the authorities under the Ministry of food, agriculture and fisheries.
Earthworm (Lumbricus terrestris) was immobilized by
being submerged in 15% methanol solution for 1 min.
Then the earthworm was placed on cork in a plexiglass
chamber and covered with paraffin oil to prevent drying
out. Stainless steel pin electrodes (1 mm in diameter)
were pushed through the body to prevent movement and
to ensure close electrical contact with the Medial giant
fiber. Experiments were all performed at room temperature (22o C). The recordings from the earthworm were
done in vivo by using the inserted steel pins for both
stimulation and recording of the action potentials traveling in opposite directions (Fig. 1A).
Lobster (Homarus americanus) was killed by crushing
the central nervous system after cooling to 5o C. The dissection of the legs followed standard protocols [38] and included several segments in order to obtain a longer nerve.
During the dissection the lobster leg was covered with a
solution of (in mM) 465 NaCl, 2 KCl, 25 CaCl2 , 8 MgCl2 ,
4 K2 SO4 , 3 glucose and 0.1 TRIS buffer to adjust pH to
7.3-7.5. The solution is based on analyses of blood and
intestinal liquids [5]. Both the sensory and motor nerves
from the legs were used in our recordings. The nerves
consist of uninterrupted axonal bundles.
Frogs (Rana Esculenta) of both sexes were used in this
study. The sciatic nerves (n. ischiaticus) from both sides
were dissected out of the body, and kept in a Ringer’s
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solution. A nerve was placed in the recording chamber
also used in the lobster experiments with the same electrode configuration (Fig. 1B) The physiological liquid in
the chamber was adapted to mimic the frog extracellular environment and the sciatic nerve was covered with a
solution of (in mM) 115 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2 , 1.08
Na2 HPO4 , and 0.43 NaH2 PO4 [24].
Stimulation and recording. Both the experiments of
frog and lobster nerves were performed in a custom designed cylindrical chamber (inner diameter 2 mm) with
Ringer’s solution as the extracellular medium (Fig. 1B).
The nerve was placed in the chamber with circular gold
electrodes along the nerve. Stimulation was at the distal
and proximal ends of the nerves and the induced signal was recorded at one end. Stimulation was adjusted
such that APs were induced in the maximum number
of fibers in the nerve. We refer to the recording of the
sum of these APs in multiple fibers as ‘compound action
potential’. The stimulation was produced by a custom–
designed galvanically isolated constant–voltage stimulator. The signal was high–pass filtered and recorded with
a differential amplifier (100 kHz sampling rate). The data
were acquired on a personal computer with National instruments data acquisition card with adapted Labview
software. The files were exported to Matlab for further
processing. The stimulus artifact was reduced by subtracting an average of the scaled sub–threshold traces,
which contained the same artifact but without impulses.
These signals were also band–pass filtered with a zero–
phase filtering procedure (300–2000 Hz, 2-pole Butterworth filter).

II.
II.1.

SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS
Earthworm: Action potential speeds.

The measurements of action potential speeds in
Gonzalez-Perez et al [9] were carried out using the time
delay between stimulation in each end and arrival of the
action potential at a given measurement electrode, together with the measured distances. We denote this
method ‘Mono recording’, because it only uses a single
set of measurement electrodes (Fig. 2A and C). This
method cannot lead to an accurate determination of the
action potential propagation speed, because the delay between stimulation and initiation of the action potential
will corrupt the measurement. Indeed, by simulating the
HH-model it is easy to show that several milliseconds
can separate stimulation from the appearance of an action potential. Moreover, the method is unsuitable for
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FIG. 1. The experimental setup for testing collisions of APs.
(A) In the in-vivo experiment, the immobilized earthworm
with pairs of stimulation electrodes in the anterior and posterior ends to initiate APs that propagate towards each other
in the medial giant fiber. The recording electrodes are asymmetrically placed in-between with ground electrodes on each
side to minimize stimulation artifacts. (B) Chamber to perform ex-vivo stimulation and recording of the lobster and frog
sciatic nerves. The recording electrodes are placed to the
right instead of in-between the two stimulation electrodes.
The nerve (yellow) is surrounded by physiological solution to
imitate natural conditions. (C) Illustration of the expected
differential recordings when separately stimulating in the far
end and near end in the earthworm (top), and the outcome
from collision if impulses penetrate (bottom left) or annihilate (bottom right). (D) Similar illustration of the expected
outcome for the lobster and frog nerve stimulations (note the
near impulse is flipped compared to the situation in C, due to
the different placement of recording electrodes in B compared
to A).

determining the difference in speed between action potentials traveling in opposite directions, because it measures the speed (incorrectly) in two non-overlapping parts
of the nerve. For an accurate measurement of the action potential speed in both directions along the same
stretch of nerve, two sets of measurement electrodes are
needed (Fig. 2A and B). We denote this ‘dual recording’; the time between arrival of the action potential
at the two sets of electrodes are measured along with
the distance between them. In this way, the time taken
to elicit the action potential does not corrupt measurements. We measured action potential speeds at room
temperature (22o C) using dual recordings in 10 earthworms, and found that the speeds were around 18-19 m/s
(MEAN ± SEM = 18.4 ± 0.8 m/s (A–P direction) and
18.9 ± 1.1 m/s (P–A direction); Fig. 2Db). Plotting the
speed in one directions against that in the other direction
showed that the points clustered around the identity line
(Fig. 2Da), indicating that the speed is not systematically higher in one direction than in the other. The speed
of 18-19 m/s is much higher than in [9], but agrees well
with the literature on action potential speeds in the medial axon [7, 11, 18, 28]. Our measurements also makes
it possible to calculate the apparent speeds according to
the Mono recording technique used by Gonzalez-Perez et
al. from the same measurements. Strikingly, when using
the anterior recording electrodes, speeds in the anterior–
posterior (A-P) direction were systematically lower than
in the posterior-anterior (P-A) direction (Fig. 2Dc and

4De). However, when using the posterior recording electrodes, the reverse was observed, i.e. the speeds in the
P-A direction were lower than those in the A-P direction
(Fig. 2De). The reason for this is clear: the apparent velocities are lower when the recording electrode is
placed closer to the stimulation electrodes, because this
will cause the measurement to be biased more and dominated by the delay between stimulation and action potential appearance. Indeed, when collecting the speeds
measured using the measurement electrodes closer to the
stimulation electrode, we found speeds clustering around
10 m/s (Fig. 2Df), whereas using the measurement electrodes further away, speeds clustered around 15 m/s (Fig.
2Dd). Both speeds are significantly lower than the speeds
found in dual recordings (the null hypothesis of same
distribution were rejected in a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2sample test, at p < 0.05). The speeds measured in [9]
ranged to below 3 m/s, probably indicating that the measurement electrode was placed very close to the stimulation electrodes.
In conclusion, the action potential speed in the medial
axon of the earthworm is 18-19 m/s and approximately
the same in both directions. Therefore, orthodromic and
antidromic action potentials should have approximately
the same total amplitude when measured with a given
set of electrodes. This is the case in our measurements,
which indicates that we measure action potentials in the
same axon. It would be very unlikely that an action
potential running in another axon would give a measurement of exactly the same amplitude when measured with
a given set of electrodes. The identity of the axon interrogated is of course already ensured in our experiments
by the fact that we observe annihilation. However, the
action potentials displayed in [9] (Gonzalez-Perez et al
[9] Fig. 4; note the difference to the simulations in Fig.
3) have markedly different amplitudes, which means that
these action potentials probably run in different axons.

II.2.

Lobster peripheral nerve: Collision of AP

Gonzalez-Perez et al. also reported collision experiments performed in the ventral cord of the lobster. This
cord contains two medial and two lateral giant axons, as
well as dozens of smaller axons of variable sizes, some of
which approach the giants in diameter [10]. GonzalezPerez et al. seem to imply that only the giant axons
can be stimulated and recorded electrically with a standard setup. However, this remains undocumented and
conflicts with the literature showing activation of ‘nongiant’ axons [10]. Therefore, the measurements in [9] are
of compound action potentials, which is directly demonstrated in Gonzalez-Perez et al Fig. 9 [9], where the
deflections increase in amplitude upon increasing stimulation strength from 1.0 V to 2.0 V in the orthodromic
direction. Thus, the measurements do not conform to the
all-or-none rule (which apply to single axons), and therefore do not report on single action potentials in single
axons, but on action potentials running within an un-
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FIG. 2. Accurate measurement of action potential speed requires two sets of measurement electrodes. (A) Experimental setup:
Pairs of stimulation electrodes for generating impulses either in the anterior or posterior ends of the fiber (shown in orange).
Pairs of differential recording electrodes are also placed in both ends, such that the passing of impulses can be measured at two
locations. (B) Sample recordings illustrate correct method of measuring the impulse velocity (the dual–recording method), i.e.
by the inter-electrode distance divided by the time between impulse passings. The experiment is repeated in both anterior and
posterior directions to test a potential direction–dependent velocity. Note that the amplitude of the AP was the same when
passing a given measurement electrode in either direction, but the amplitude measured by the anterior recording electrode
was smaller, presumably because the anterior electrode was placed at a larger distance from the axon than the posterior
electrode. (C) The method used by [9] uses only one recording electrode, i.e. mono–recording method, placed at only one
end (here placed at the posterior end). The velocity is estimated as distance divided by time from stimulation to arrival,
thus ignoring impulse width and any delay between stimulation and action potential generation. (Da) Velocities based on dual
recording in anterior-posterior (AP) direction plotted against velocities in reverse direction, i.e. posterior–anterior (PA) (n = 10
earthworms). These are indistinguishable (Db) according to a KS 2-sample test. (Dc) the apparent velocities based on method
by [9] (mono-recording) show clear disparity in the two directions (PA the fastest) when recording from the anterior location,
but show the reverse direction (AP) as fastest when using posterior electrodes (De). There is no disparity in velocities in the
two directions when using both the electrode farthest from recording (Dd) or closest (Df, compare blue and grey histograms),
though there is a clear methodological dependence on electrode position (d and f), with shorter distance giving slower apparent
velocity.

known number of axons (compound action potentials).
Moreover, the ventral cord of the lobster is interrupted
by ganglia every 1-2 cm. In those ganglia signal processing take place resulting in generation of action potentials
i new axons [10], making collision experiments impossible. However, it is possible to demonstrate collision
annihilation also with compound action potentials, using
a preparation without ganglia. We dissected out peripheral nerves from the walking legs. The peripheral nerves

in the walking legs of the lobster is distributed in 3 bundles with motor and sensory axons [16, 30, 35–37]. All 3
bundles were dissected out and used in the different experiments. The bundles consist of non-interrupted axons
[2]. In order to carry out a collision experiment, the nerve
bundle has to be stimulated so strongly that all axons are
excited, thus creating a situation where all the axons conduct action potentials simultaneously in one or the other
direction. In order to clearly identify the impulse coming
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II.3.

Sciatic nerve of frog: Collision of AP

Similar experiment and analysis were performed for
the frog sciatic nerve. Stimulation at the far end evoked
a distinct compound action potential arriving approximately 2 ms after stimulation (green arrow, Fig. 4A).
Strong stimulating (to activate all excitable axons) at
the near end also evoked a clear compound AP arriving earlier (Fig. 4B). The smaller amplitude of the AP
traveling farther is due to the decrease in the number
of fibers towards the distal end due to nerve bifurcations. When stimulating both ends simultaneously, the
recorded response was almost indistinguishable from the
one obtained by stimulation the near end alone (cf. Fig.
4B and C). This is due to the collision and annihilation of
the AP evoked at the far end with the one coming from
the near end in opposite direction (see Fig. 1B) similar to
the lobster experiment (Fig. 3). If the AP evoked at the
far end could penetrate the colliding AP, the recording
electrodes should measure the sum of A and B (broken
green trace Fig. 4C) with two distinct peaks (green ar-
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from the far and near ends, the lobster nerve was first
stimulated in the far end alone (Fig. 3A) and then the
near end alone (Fig. 3B). Both sites evoked distinct compound action potentials, with peaks of different latency,
due to different distances traveled (Fig. 1B). Note that
when studying compound action potentials it cannot be
expected that action potentials have the same amplitude
in both directions, because axons will branch out of the
nerve when moving in the distal direction. Therefore, the
number of axons will be less when stimulating the nerve
in the distal end than when it is stimulated proximally.
When stimulating both sites simultaneously (Fig. 3C)
the compound AP had only one peak and a shape particularly similar to the impulse evoked when stimulating
at the near site only (compare gray broken lines in Fig.
3B and C). The absence of the impulse generated at the
far end is due to collision with and annihilation of the
impulse generated at the near stimulation site moving
in opposite direction (Fig. 1B). If the impulse generated at the far end (Fig. 3A) had survived the collision
with the impulse generated at the near end (Fig. 3B)
the recording should have been the arithmetic sum of
A + B (green broken line) with two distinct peaks, one
corresponding to each of the impulses (green arrow). An
alternative way to quantify the penetration is to subtract
the impulse generated at the near site from the impulse
induced by stimulating both locations (Fig. 3D, green),
which should give exactly the impulse generated at far
site alone (Fig. 3D, blue). Nevertheless, this measure
was close to zero. The obvious explanation for this is annihilation of the two colliding impulses. This result was
consistent across the population as quantified by a significant discrepancy between the root-mean-square (RMS)
of the green and blue traces (Fig. 3E), which had a significant difference according to a paired t-test (n = 7,
p<0.02).
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FIG. 3. Lobster nerve collision experiments show annihilation. Stimulation alone in far (A) and near (B) sites evoked
compound action potentials with peaks of different latency,
due to the different distances to travel. When stimulating
both sites, C, the compound AP had a peak similar to stimulating only the near site (compare gray broken lines in B
and C), due to annihilation of the impulse generated at far
end and the near impulse in opposite direction. If the far
impulse (A) had survived the collision with the near impulse
(B) the recording would have been the arithmetic sum of A
+ B (green broken line) with two distinct peaks, one corresponding to the near impulse and the second corresponding
to the far impulse (green arrows, A and C). Subtracting the
near impulse from stimulating both impulse (D, green), the
remainder should be the far impulse if traversal had occurred
(D, blue), yet the trace was close to zero, indicating annihilation. This was consistent across the population as quantified
by significant discrepancy between the RMS of the green and
blue traces (E), which had a significant difference.

row). To quantify this in a similar way as in the lobster
experiments we subtracted the response to stimulating
near from the response to stimulating both sites (Both).
In case of penetration this should give the response to
stimulating the far site alone (Fig. 4B). Yet this subtraction is close to zero (Fig. 4D, green trace), compared
with the far stimulation (4D, blue trace). Like the lobster, this was consistent across the population of sciatic
nerves (n=7), which we quantified as a significant difference in the RMS of these two measurements (Fig. 4E). If
penetration took place there should be no significant difference between both-near and far stimulation responses.
In conclusion, we report annihilation of colliding APs in
nerves from all three species.

III.

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCUSSION

Two additional concerns, besides those listed in our
comment, come to mind when reading [9] with regards
to experimental circumstances. First, the way in which
Gonzalez-Perez et al. carried out their experiments is
not in accord with standard practices in physiology. The
axon should either be studied in the intact animal, or
the preparation under study should be submerged in a
solution mimicking the extracellular environment of the
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FIG. 4. Frog sciatic nerve collision experiments show annihilation. Stimulation alone in the far (A) and the near (B)
sites evoked APs with peaks of different latency, due to different traveled distances. When stimulating both sites, C, the
compound AP had a peak indistinguishable from stimulating
only the near site (compare vertical lines in B and C), due
to annihilation of the impulse generated at far end and the
near impulse in opposite direction. If the far impulse (A) had
survived the collision with the near impulse (B) the recording
would have been the arithmetic sum of A + B (green broken line) with two distinct peaks, one corresponding to the
near impulse and the second corresponding to the far impulse
(green arrows, A and C). Subtracting the near impulse from
stimulating both impulse (D, green), the remainder should be
the far impulse if penetration had occurred (D, blue). Yet the
trace was close to zero, which indicates annihilation. This was
consistent across the population as quantified by significant
discrepancy between the RMS of the green and blue traces
(E), which had a significant difference according to a paired
t-test (n = 8, p << 0.001). Stimulation was turned up until the largest compound action potential was achieved and
then kept constant for the rest of the experiment (4V in this
sample).

animal. The extracellular-like solution must either be
continuously replaced, or have a volume large enough
that the concentration of essential ions can be considered
constant through-out the experiment. Instead, GonzalezPerez et al. apparently let the ventral cord of the
earthworm or the lobster nerve hang freely in the air.
Thus, the extracellular bath was limited to the moisture adhering to the preparation. It is unclear to us
how this dramatically reduced volume of extracellular
medium affected the electrical fields of the action potentials, or the concentration of electrolytes following discharge. Changes in electrolyte concentrations can neither
be observed nor predicted, and thus this way of performing the experiment does not keep essential parameters
constant and within their physiological relevant range.
Second, Gonzalez-Perez et al. dissected out the ventral cord of the earthworm and therefore probably had a
much shorter stretch of the axon available for measurement than in the in–vivo situation. Whereas GonzalezPerez et al. do not mention the length of their preparation, they state the length of a traveling AP as 4-17
mm [9], and concluded that the impulse width is larger

than the distance between the electrodes. It is unclear
which electrodes they refer to, but the statement seems
to imply that the measurements were made using a very
short stretch of axon. This is a problem, because if there
is not enough space between the stimulation electrodes
for two action potentials to form, they obviously cannot collide either. However, the situation is even worse,
because the 4-17 mm were based on an underestimate
of the action potential velocity. With our estimated velocity of approximately 20 m/s, and an action potential
duration of 1.0-1.5 ms, the length of the AP is approximately 20-30 mm. To have two full-amplitude APs collide, the length of nerve between stimulation electrodes
must be more than twice that value: >40-60 mm. Using
a somewhat shorter nerve might also work, even though
two full-amplitude APs will not collide – instead, a still–
forming AP elicited from one end will extinguish the AP
in the other end, before it has fully formed. However,
at some critical point the nerve might become so short
that the two APs meet while still having activated only a
small percentage of the Na-channels, i.e. while the action
potential is still in its upstroke (or even before). In this
case, the nascent APs might pass trivially through each
other, because there are still enough Na-channels available (i.e. in the de-inactivated state) in both directions.
Alternatively, if there is any delay between the time that
the stimulations are effectively applied to the preparation, one action potential might leave the studied axon
before the other become stimulated. This is obviously
somewhat speculative, but it is striking that GonzalezPerez et al. state that they occasionally (in 15% of the
cases) observed annihilation (i.e. they observed only the
orthodromic impulse) when the stimulation electrodes
were close to the extreme ends of the axon [9]. In that
case they reacted by moving the axon with respect to
the electrodes, presumably resulting in a shortening of
the used axon length. With the above considerations, we
would suggest that the trusted result should be the one
obtained with axons considerably longer than the length
of the action potential.

III.1.

Literature review: Collision af action
potential show annihilation

As Gonzalez-Perez et al. write ‘We have not succeeded
in finding further original publications on impulse annihilation’, they are likely referring to the observation by
Tasaki [32] as a single unreproduced observation. Nevertheless, impulse annihilation using the collision test has
been observed in numerous experimental reports. For
instance, in an early report Bullock performed collision
experiments in the median giant fiber of earthworms and
wrote ‘Recording electrodes are placed near the middle
of the animal, stimulating electrodes are placed at both
ends and arranged so that either end can be stimulated
alone or both ends simultaneously.’ He then use annihilation to identify spikes in the same nerve in the following:
‘Now if spikes are started from both ends simultaneously

6
it may be expected that (i) if there are separate fibers for
conduction in the two directions and each fiber is polarized four distinct spikes would be recorded as though the
records from anterior stimulation alone and from posterior stimulation alone were superimposed, but (ii) if the
same two fibers conduct in both directions then the first
arriving spikes would be recorded and the later ones, finding this region of the fiber refractory would be completely
blocked. The latter alternative has been consistently realized in our experiments.’ [4].
In the following decades, this idea of using annihilation
to verify physical connections was developed and used in
numerous reports. This mapping technique is referred
to as the collision test and entails stimulating both ends
of a nerve fiber [21, 29]. The timing between stimulation in the distal versus proximal ends are systematically
changed, and if the interval is short enough such that the
axon contains both impulses simultaneously, the proximal end, where the recording electrode is, will never see
the second impulse. Such an interval-dependent elimination of the distal impulse is only possible because of
the annihilation property. If the colliding impulses could
penetrate, there would not be an orthodromic impulsedependent elimination of the antidromic impulse.
Douglas and Ritchie [6] initially developed this technique for compound action potentials, based on their observation ‘...that impulses traveling in opposite directions
in the same nerve fibre annihilate each other when they
meet’ [27]. Similar techniques were also developed and
applied to single nerve fibers by Paintal and Hunt [25, 26],
for reviews see [21, 39]. In similar experiments, Hunt and
Kuffler noticed, when studying motor nerves in cats and
frogs, that ‘if both nerve branches were excited simultaneously only the impulse of shorter latency, starting at
the nearest end-plate, was recorded. The impulse from
the more distal end-plates was apparently extinguished
by colision.’ [13]. Bishop et al. mapped the connections
from the lateral geniculate nucleus to the visual cortex
using annihilation of anti- and orthodromic spikes [3].
The medullary connections were confirmed by annihilation of an antidromic spike when the orthodromic spike
was induced [8], and Leng and Dyball noticed that ‘the
action potentials evoked antidromically in the recorded
cell are extinguished by collision with the spontaneous,
orthodromic action potentials,...’ [19] when investigating
the supraoptic nucleus of rats. Swadlow also investigated
non-myelinated fiber projection in cortex using annihilation [31] and Kunze and colleagues were even able to estimate the location of the annihilation using the precise
timing of anti- and orthodromic responses [17]. Trevino
and colleagues used the concept of collision interval, i.e.
the interval between the anti- and orthodromic impulse

that elicits annihilation, to map the spinothalamic tract
in the lumbar enlargement [33]. Annihilation of APs was
also used in the primate brain to confirm connections
between cortical areas involved in visual processing [22].
Other reports used similar annihilation of APs in rat olfactory system [20, 23], the barrel cortex [15] and the
zebra finch brain [12]. Contemporary studies use annihilation of antidromic impulses generated in the hypoglossal motor nerve to confirm genetically identified neuron
in the respiratory brainstem nucleus [34]. Jennings et
al. [14] used the collision and annihilation of impulses in
a novel way in the mouse amygdala, by generating the
impulses – not with electrical stimulation, but rather using optical activation of a genetically targeted subtype of
neurons that exclusively express a photosensitive opsin,
called channelrhodopsin-2, in the membrane.
Last but not least collision with annihilation of APs
has been performed in humans by non-invasive stimulation of the sensory and motor axons in compound peripheral nerves innervating a muscle while recording the
muscle electromyogram (EMG). At low stimulus intensity the stimulus excites only the largest nerve fibers with
the fastest conduction velocity. They are sensory Ia afferents. These afferents originate in the muscle spindles and
innervate the motor neurons of the same muscle in the
spinal cord by forming excitatory synapses. Thus, the Ia
afferent APs activate the motor neurons and this leads
to activation of their muscle. The activity can be seen
as a wave in the EMG called the H-reflex, named after
Hoffmann [27]. At intermediate stimulus intensity orthodromic and antidromic APs are also generated directly
in the slightly thinner and slower motor axons going to
the same muscle as the Ia afferents. The orthodromic
APs activate the muscle fibers and generate an M-wave
in the EMG. The M- wave has a much shorter latency
than the H-wave because of the much shorter conduction
distance. However, the antidromic APs in the motor axons collide with the orthodromic APs triggered by the Ia
synapses in the spinal cord and as a result the H-wave
begins to diminish in size when the M-wave appears. At
high stimulus intensity all Ia fibers and all motor axons
are activated but because of collision only an M-wave is
seen in the EMG. This experimental effect is used routinely to study the excitability of the motor neuron pool
in humans [1].
These studies and likely many others use the collision
test to investigate structure and function in the nervous
system, and this is only possible if APs annihilate when
they collide. If they had unaffected penetration, none of
these investigations would have been possible. Overall,
an overwhelming body of previous experimental studies
showed annihilation.
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